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Member of
AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY
I have in stock a choice selection of beautiful Hybrid Tea, Hybrid Perpetual, Rambler and Climbing Rose Bushes. The varieties described are considered to be the leading kinds and have given the best satisfaction. When properly planted and cared for they will give perfect satisfaction and will bloom almost immediately after planting. The stocks are field grown, two years old and of high quality, budded on Multiflora, Briar, Rosacanina, and on Manetti. Plants are guaranteed to reach you in good growing condition. Unless otherwise stated, prices are 85c per plant, ten for $8.00.

Hybrid Tea Roses—Ever Blooming Varieties

Chateau de Clos Vougeot. The striking color of this flower makes it worthy a place in any rose-garden. On opening, it is soft velvet scarlet, overspread with heavy blazing red; later the color becomes a deep crimson.

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. A beautiful rose, with elegant large pointed buds and very large, full double flowers; color, delicate creamy white, deliciously fragrant.

Mme. Jules Grolez. Large full flowers, perfect in form. The color is bright China rose. The bush is strong and produces many large flowers throughout the blooming season and until frost.

Mad Caroline Testout. An old favorite always dependable, seldom out of bloom, ever beautiful. Light salmon-pink, edged silvery rose.

Opheilia. One of the most beautiful and popular of recent cut-flower favorites, with perfect flowers of distinct form, lavishy produced, emitting the exquisite perfume of the Richmonde type; white, shaded with salmon flesh rose. There is a glow of yellow at the base of petals.

Mme. Ravary. Fine oval-shaped, golden yellow buds, opening to very large, fairly full, orange yellow flowers. Madame Ravary is exceedingly free-flowering and hardy.

Sunburst. The introducer of this wonderful rose describes it in these words: “Sunburst is a vigorous grower of robust constitution, with erect or slightly spreading habit and few thorns; fine reddish green bronzed foliage. The buds are long and generally borne on long stout stems, the flowers are large, full and of fine elongated, cupped form. The color is superb cadmium-yellow, passing to yellow-orange in the center. $1.30.

American Beauty. The most glorious rose ever introduced. The blooms are immense in size, cup-shaped, of rich, deep rosy crimson and with the most exquisite fragrance known. The plant is strong and thrifty. Price, $1.00 each.

Gruss an Teplitz. Intense depth and richness of color; velvety crimson-red. One of the best dark garden roses.

Laurent Carle. Large flowers of great beauty and substance, not too full, and always opening freely. The color is brilliant velvety carmine. Vigorous grower. This is one of the really good deep-colored roses that will reach your expectations. Fine in autumn.

Senator Mascuraud. Long handsome bud, opening to large, full globular flowers; sea-amber-yellow, with heavy egg-yolk-yellow marking in the center, turning to pale sulphur-yellow when fully expanded. Owing to the remarkable color variations found in this rose, we consider it worthy of a place in every rose-garden. The bush is a strong, upright grower, with numerous erect stems and compact habit. Foliage dense, deep glaucous green, and leathery in substance. A good autumn bloomer.

Killarney, Double White. A distinct rose worthy of its name. It is similar to the famous Killarney in shape, and fragrance, but the color is snow white instead of pink. A remarkable rose in every way.

Lady Hillingdon. A splendid new yellow variety, giving quick response to forcing treatment and one of the most prolific cut flowers. Color deep apricot-yellow varying to orange.

Hoosier Beauty. A large full flower with shaded buds; color glowing crimson, sweetly scented. A great favorite for cutting.
COLUMBIA. A beautiful, true pink, deepening as it matures to a warm, glowing tone, which is enduring. Its usual double petalage and substance make it a good summer rose, while the great size, color and long (almost thornless) stems make it a superior cutting variety. $1.00 each.

RADIANCE. Extra hardy, vigorous and prolific; one of the best all-round garden roses. Its color is a beautiful blending of carmine rose with shades of opal and copper.

LADY ALICE STANLEY. Shell-shaped petals of deep coral rose outside, interior delicate flesh suffuses pink. A persistent and free bloomer.

GENERAL MacARTHUR. A noted American variety of great worth. It was introduced in 1905 and at once became a favorite. The blooms are extra large, full, and well developed. In color it is deep velvet scarlet, nearly bright crimson. The plants are very strong growers, of branching habit and produce blooms in abundance.

PHARISAER. The flowers are full in form, large in size, elongated in shape and are produced in profusion on strong, erect-branching plants. The color is rosy white, shading to silvery salmon at center, a handsome combination when seen in the fully open flower. A good autumn bloomer.

LOS ANGELES. Gloriously living up to its recent novelty introduction, which claimed this California product to be one of the grandest all-around roses of American origin ever put on the market. The stems are as long as American Beauty; the flowers are large as Paul Neyron; the freedom and continuance of bloom are remarkable; its color a flame pink, toned with coral and shaded with translucent gold at the base of the petals. $1.30.

JONKHEER J. L. MOCK. Produces unusually fine blooms during the autumn season at the time when some others have lost their vigor. The broad petals are bright cherry-red on the outside and silvery white within. Flowers are well formed and are somewhat higher in the center.

CONRAD F. MEYER. An early flowering Hybrid, combining the ornamental qualities of its Rugosa foliage with the blossom and perfume of the Hybrid Perpetuals. Flowers are large, cup-shaped and double, of a delicate silvery pink.

ETOILE DE FRANCE. Velvet garnet-red cup, with center of vivid cerise. Flowers very large and full, with marked imbrications. Fragrance and sturdy growth, especially recommend it as a garden rose.

HYBRID PERPETUAL VARIETIES

PAUL NEYRON. One of the finest hardy roses ever grown. It blooms unceasingly from June to November, on long, smooth, thornless stems, furnishing a great quantity of uniformly shaped flowers four to six inches across. Color a bright, ruddy pink. This sort is also a dependable fall bloomer, keeping pace with the lovely white Druschki during September and later. Price, $.90 each, $8.50 per ten.

WILLOWMERE. A robust garden rose of bushy habit, with beautiful buds, very large flowers and lustrous green foliage. Color, rich shrimp pink, shaded yellow at center and toning to cream pink towards base of petals.

BARON DE BONSTETTEN. Produces large, full blossoms of dark velvety crimson; fragrant.

MRS. J. H. LAING. A favorite sort, satiny flowers of soft, clear pink, remarkably free and continuous. Has always been one of the "six best sellers" and generally accepted as the best of light pinks.

GEO. ARENDTS. (Pink Druschki). A magnificent new rose of much the same shaped flower and plant character as the famous white Druschki; color, a satiny tender rose.

MAD. EDOUARD HERRIOT. This is the latest and probably the best of Pernet's famous introductions. Its flowers are medium-sized, semi-double, well set amidst varnished bronze-green foliage. The color is a glorious commingling of terra cotta, bronze, geranium red and dull copper; fine, long pointed buds of coral red and yellow. $.95 each, $9.00 per ten.
HUGH DICKSON. Intense crimson, shaded scarlet; very large; full and magnificent form, with high pointed center. Delightful perfume. A gold medal rose.

MRS. R. G. SHARMAN-CRAWFORD. Large flowers of deep rosy pink, the outer petals being delicately flushed with pale flesh. Strong and vigorous.

NEW PERNETIANA ROSES

SOLEIL d'OR. A cross between Persian Yellow and Antoine Ducher. It is a fine outdoor rose, showing much the same character as the Hybrid Perpetuals. Especially valuable because of its rare color, varying to ruddy gold suffused with Nasturtium red. $0.95 each, $8.50 per ten.

FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI. The regal "White American Beauty." The distinctive form and expression of its bud, half opened state and maturity one in three-fold revelation of exquisite charm and beauty; large flowers of waxy paper white and yield their last armful with the first snows of an early fall. $0.90 each, $8.50 per ten.

LYON ROSE. Large well formed flowers, showing a charming combination of salmon, shrimp pink, coral and chrome yellow $1.00 each, $9.50 per ten.

ULRICH BRUNNER. Cherry red. A popular forcing sort and one of the varieties usually included in the average orders for H. P. roses. Its flower construction and habit is very pleasing and the color appealing.

GENL JACQUEMINOT. Familiarly known as the "Jacq Rose" or the "Genl Jacq." This is one of the old reliable reds as well and favorably known as any variety of its class; free blooming, rich crimson scarlet.

HARDY CLIMBING ROSES

PAUL'S SCARLET CLIMBER. Winner of gold medal as best new climbing rose, at National Rose Society's Exhibition. Flowers are brilliant scarlet, shaded crimson, large, semi-double. Corresponds with Cl. Am. Beauty, Dr. Van Fleet, etc., as to size, shape and habit. Blooms during a long period holding in flower after many of the June bloomers have dropped their petals. The heavy two-year field-grown plants offered will demonstrate a wonderful rose for trellis or pergola use. $1.50 each.

TAUSENDSCHON. A rapid growing, almost thornless climber, showing the blood of rambler, Polyantha and Tea parentage. Its innumerable flower clusters make a pretty show in June and July, at first the soft pink of Clotilde Soupert, and later deepening to a bright carmine rose.

DOROTHY PERKINS. A beautiful shell-pink, foliage finer, smoother and darker than Crimson Ram- er. This is unquestionably the thriftiest, showiest and most practical of the older pink climbers, and trails its riotous clusters over more verandas, windows and trellises than any other variety.

CLIMBING AMERICAN BEAUTY. This new climbing form of the famous pink rose is as lovely and fragrant and deeply pink as the bush form. The hardy climber blood with which it is crossed gives healthy, perfect foliage and a strong climbing habit of growth, the abundant bloom being in prime before the June show of the bush form.

DOCTOR VAN FLEET. One of the newest type of climbers which combines absolute hardiness with flowers large as the tender sorts of Tea and Noisette class. This variety shows a mass of beautiful clustered buds which open out into large, shapely flowers, delicate flesh white. An admirable cutting variety with stems 12 to 18 inches long. $1.25 each.

If you are fond of Roses, kindly use the enclosed postcard at once for your order. Orders for one or fifty-one will receive the same careful attention. Plants will be ready for shipment April 1st.